
API Documentation  

General documentation last updated 2010/03/17 23:14:52. Resource interface and resource documentation versions are not yet tracked. 

 

Interface changes you may see without notice: Hash keys may be ordered, or returned in any random order, and this ordering may change without notice. New hash keys may 

be added to the data that you are returned at any time. We will do our best to notify our users before removing hash keys from results or adding required fields to inputs, but we 

may occasionally do these things without notice. The Shutterstock API has no warranty. 

General

Overview
A bird's-eye view of how the Shutterstock REST API works.

Representation File Formats
Which file formats can be submitted and returned to the API.

HTTP Request Methods
A list of HTTP methods and their mappings to the common operations create, read, update, and delete.

HTTP Response Codes
A list of response codes and their descriptions. These are the codes that will be returned by the API to indicate success, redirection, or errors.

Tips and Tricks
Hints for getting stuff to work.

Resources

/auth/customer
Allows the client to login as a registered downloading customer.

/categories
Displays all categories and their category ids.

/customers/<username>/images/downloads
Displays customer image downloads and the subscriptions under which they were downloaded. NOT IMPLEMENTED: Listing of free downloads and pre-2007 downloads.

/customers/<username>/subscriptions
Displays customer subscriptions.

/images/<image_id>
Displays details for a specific image.

/images/search
Searches for images the meet provided criteria.

/resources
A meta-resource which provides information about all available resources.

/subscriptions/<subscription_id>/images/<image_id>/sizes/<size>
Provides a URL for a customer to download an image and charges their account as needed. If a customer has had multiple subscriptions with Shutterstock, some previously-

downloaded images may be available for redownload without charge. It is the client's responsibility to check for this and use the correct subscription id under which the image 

was originally purchased. Otherwise, the download will count against the subscription id provided. NOT IMPLEMENTED: free image downloads.

/test/echo
Allows developers to test their code by verifying that inputs are received by the API and outputs are received by the client.

Overview

The Shutterstock REST API allows outside developers to create their own tools using the functionality of the Shutterstock website. If you've ever been in a situation where it 

seemed like the best solution would be to write a "screen scraper" to make a web request, parse the results, and use that data in some way, you understand the need. This is what 

an API allows you to do, but it makes things much easier. The web pages you retrieve through an API are designed to be machine-readable and not subject to frequent changes, 

unlike a human-readable web page. 

In this documentation, when we refer to the "user," we're referring to the end user--the person or entity that is getting the benefit of using the API. The term "client" will refer to the 

program that is accessing the API on behalf of a user. 

Our API was designed based on the principles outlined in O'Reilly's RESTful Web Services by Richardson and Ruby. We highly recommend this book to all web developers, even 

those not currently building or accessing an API. The API is currently under active development, so it should be considered an alpha release. We're still changing things and fixing 

bugs regularly. 
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REST refers to both static web pages and dynamic web applications as resources. REST loosely maps the common operations of create, read, update, and delete ("CRUD") to 

HTTP methods PUT, GET, POST, and DELETE respectively. 

We have two layers of authentication which may be required. HTTP basic authentication is used to allow your program access to any of the API resources. You must speak to a 

Shutterstock representative to get an API username and password. Some resources are specific to certain users, such as viewing the contents of a lightbox. These resources 

require an additional auth_token argument. An auth_token can be retrieved through the API by providing a customer's or submitter's username and password to one of the "auth" 

resources. An auth_token is good for a limited time. If it expires, simply request a new one. 

The API can be accessed at http://api.shutterstock.com/. You must choose a resource path to append to this URL. An example of a resource path is /test/echo. An example URL 

which can be viewed in a web browser is http://api.shutterstock.com/test/echo.html?hello=world. Feel free to change the parameter names and values to see how this example 

resource works. You can also change the file extension from html to yaml, json, or perl to view a resource in a different representation file format. 

There are not yet any libraries to help you write your client code, so you'll have to handle every step, from making the web request to analyzing and parsing the results. As new 

tools are written and published, we'll link to them here. We encourage you to make any reusable code that you write open source, and be sure to let us know if you do. 

Representation File Formats

Representation file formats are chosen by the file extension of the resource URL. 

JSON: JSON is valid executable Javascript, but it is commonly used to send data between other languages as well. www.json.org 

YAML: YAML is language-independent, but resembles JSON plus a few other features. www.yaml.org 

Perl: Perl output is valid executable Perl. www.perl.org 

HTML: HTML can also be output, but should not be used by automated requests. It is bulky because it contains display information, and this display information is subject to 

change at any time. Feel free to view HTML responses in a browser to get a feel for how the API works. 

HTTP Request Methods

PUT: A PUT request indicates a create operation. However, this requires being able to guess the created resource's URL ahead of time, since after resource creation, the created 

resource is presumed to exist at that same location. In other words, after a successful PUT request to a given URL, a GET request can be made (assuming the resource supports 

GET) to that URL to view the newly-created resource. When the URL cannot be guessed ahead of time, a POST to a separate resource may be used instead. Web applications 

designed for use by humans (as opposed to RESTful web APIs designed for use by machines) usually use POSTs to create resources since many browsers do not support PUT. 

PUT requests are, in a trivial sense, idempotent (they can be executed multiple times on the same resource without changing anything), but only because an error will be thrown 

after the first successful operation. It does not make sense to create a resource that has already been created. 

GET: A GET request indicates a read operation. Most resources will respond to a GET request. A GET request simply displays the resource in its current state. It gets a bit more 

complicated than that, however, since a single resource state can have many representations. For example, the state of the office coffee pot resource (if you were to create a web 

application for it) might be represented as a video feed, a recent photo, or a chart indicating things like the time the coffee was last made and its current level. Furthermore, each 

representation can have many representation file formats as well (such as avi, jpg, svg, html, etc.) In a RESTful API, these representations and representation file formats are all 

retrieved from the same resource, distinguished by differing HTTP headers, file extensions, or query string parameters. A GET request should always be idempotent and safe (it 

should have no side effects on the resource). Non-RESTful web applications in the real world sometimes violate this principle. 

POST: A POST request often indicates an update operation, or it can be a request to a "factory" resource (a resource that creates other resources). POST requests are also 

sometimes used in place of GET requests when the parameters of a GET request would be too long and unwieldy. Web applications designed for use by humans also use POSTs 

to create and delete resources, since many browsers do not support PUT and DELETE. POSTs are usually neither idempotent nor safe. They are intended to modify, create, or 

delete resources. Successive duplicate requests may make multiple modifications or creations, changing the state of the resource in some way with each request. 

DELETE: A DELETE request indicates a delete operation. It means that the resource that is requested should be deleted. Web applications designed for use by humans usually 

use POSTs to delete resources, since many browsers do not support DELETE. DELETEs are, in a trivial sense, idempotent, but only because an error will be thrown after the first 

successful operation. It does not make sense to delete a resource that has already been deleted. 

HTTP Response Codes

One of these response codes will be returned with every request. These are our API-specific meanings for these response codes. We have tried to follow the standards as well as 

possible, but where the standards are vague or inadequate we may use these codes in ways which are slightly different from how they were originally intended. 

Depending on the request and the state of the resource, the response's content entity body may be empty, may contain a generic Apache error message, may contain a specific 

text message relating to your request, or may contain a response made up of machine-readable structured data. If a given response's content entity body is empty or generic, you 

can refer to this chart for more information. 

Codes shown in green are normal and should be expected by your client. Codes shown in yellow are due to mistakes made by your client. That is, we will do our best to provide 

your client with the resources it needs to avoid these errors entirely, and they should only show up when your client is under development. Your code should not have to check for 

these statuses, because they should not happen at all. If you feel that you have no choice but to check for these client-side errors in your production code, please notify our 

development team. Codes shown in red indicate an error on our server. If you receive a red response code which does not resolve itself promptly, or a response code which is not 

listed below, please notify our development team. 

Code Name Description 

200 Ok 
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201 Resource created This is a successful response to a PUT or POST request trying to create a resource. A successful PUT request indicates that the resource can be 

now be retrieved at the same URL using a GET request. POST requests will return a location header where the new resource can be retrieved. 

202 Ok but request is 

still being 

processed offline 

Your request has been received, and is being processed, but we can't immediately show you the results. See the content entity body or location 

header for a link to GET for updated resource status information. 

204 Ok but I have no 

response to that 

Your request was successful, but no additional data is being sent in the content entity body. 

 

400 Malformed request The request you submitted was invalid, and we failed to even begin to process it. See content entity body for details. See also 409, in which case a 

request is understood, but fails during processing due to data integrity constraints or business rules. 

401 Unauthenticated This code is officially named "Unauthorized," but a better name for it would be "Unauthenticated." This means that you have not identified your 

client to the API. You must provide your API credentials in your Authorization header (another misnomer, as it probably should be called an 

"Authentication" header) or using the cookie from a previous recently-authenticated response. For more information on the concept of 

"authorization," (in its proper sense, that is, the decision of whether to allow access by an authenticated user to a given resource) as well as the 

concept of authenticating as a specific Shutterstock customer or submitter (not just a general API client), see status 403 below. 

403 Unauthorized You are forbidden from viewing or modifying this resource. Providing HTTP credentials will not correct the problem. We have correctly identified 

your API client, but this client is not currently allowed access to this resource. This is usually due to the fact that the requested resource belongs to 

a specific user, and your API client has not provided a valid auth_token for that specific user. The auth_token is not the same as the 

"Authorization" header mentioned in the description of response code 401. An auth_token is another level of authentication which is required for 

some resources. It is also possible that some API clients may not be allowed access to some resources, even on behalf of a valid customer or 

submitter with a valid auth_token. For instance, an API client used by customers only might not have access to an admin resource. 

404 Not found Either the application to process your request was not found, or the specific item you requested was not found by the application. REST conflates 

these concepts. 

405 Method not allowed This resource does not implement this method. See the documentation for this resource for allowed methods. Or, try a GET request instead, since 

most resources support GET. See also 501. 

406 Representation 

format not available 

The resource file representation format you requested is not available for this resource. Examples of supported representation formats are json, 

yaml, perl, and html. Examples of unsupported representation formats are pdf and xls. 

409 Conflict The request was formed correctly, but due to a conflict with what you sent and the state of the resource, your request could not be completed. This 

status should always include an error message explaining the relevant data integrity constraint or business rule that was violated. This code often 

indicates a client-preventable error, but due to the lack of a specific code for unforeseeable errors and the fuzziness in defining exactly what is 

foreseeable, this code is also sometimes used to indicate an error that could not have been foreseen by the client. Occasionally, internal server 

errors (appropriate response code 500) may be misreported as 409 errors. If you have good reason to believe that you're receiving a 409 in 

response to a valid request, please report it to our development team. 

412 Precondition failed A precondition which the client requested has not been met by the data included in the request. An example of this would be the case where 

spellchecking was requested and spelling errors were found by the keyword spellchecker of our /submitter/<username>/images/uploads resource. 

The difference between a 412 and a 409 is that a 412 is a response to a request that would have been accepted had the precondition (in this 

example, spellchecking) not been requested. 

500 Internal server error Please report all 500 errors to our development team if they do not resolve themselves promptly. 

501 Method not 

implemented 

No resource implements this method. See also 405. 

502 Proxy error Our gateway server is working, but the for some reason our API server has failed to generate a response to your request. 

503 Service not 

available 

Our gateway server is up, and our API server is up, but some service that the API server uses is down. An example would be the case where our 

search server is shut down for maintenance and cannot be accessed by the /images/search resource. 

Tips and Tricks

Displaying thumbnails: Shutterstock thumbnails often come with ids embedded into the images themselves. To hide these ids, enclose the images inside a div of the returned 

width and height, with overflow set to hidden. 

<div style="width:100px; height:100px; overflow:hidden;"><img src="pic.jpg" /></div> 

Note that the actual image width or height is often different from the width or height returned by the API. The width and height returned by the API is the appropriate div size, not 

the size of the image itself. In this example HTML, the image used for testing is actually 113px wide, but we only want to display 100px of that width to the user. 

/auth/customer

Allows the client to login as a registered downloading customer.
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Supported methods post (requires permission) Performs the login operation on behalf of an existing customer account. The client must be 

trusted with the customer's username and password to perform the login operation.

Parameters password The password of the registered downloading customer. Required. 

username The username of the registered downloading customer. Required. 

/categories

Displays all categories and their category ids.

Supported methods get Displays all categories and their category ids.

/customers/<username>/images/downloads

Displays customer image downloads and the subscriptions under which they were downloaded. NOT IMPLEMENTED: Listing of free downloads and pre-2007 downloads.

Supported methods get (requires permission) Displays all downloads for an authenticated customer.

Parameters auth_token str A token returned from /auth/customer to identify an authenticated user. Required. 

username str The username of the registered downloading customer. Required. 

/customers/<username>/subscriptions

Displays customer subscriptions.

Supported methods get (requires permission) Displays all subscriptions for an authenticated downloading customer.

Parameters auth_token str A token returned from /auth/customer to identify an authenticated user. Required. 

username str The username of the registered downloading customer. Required. 

/images/<image_id>

Displays details for a specific image.

Demo: http://api.shutterstock.com/images/15484942.html

Supported methods get Gets data about the image with the provided image id.

Parameters image_id int The integer id of the image to display details for. Example: '15484942'. Required. 

language language The language that the image details should be in. Accepted values are: 'en', 'zh', 'nl', 'fr', 'de', 'it', 

'jp', 'pt', 'ru', 'es'. Default is 'en'. 

/images/search

Searches for images the meet provided criteria.

Demo: http://api.shutterstock.com/images/search.html?searchterm=cat

Supported methods get Gets search results for provided criteria. At least one of the following is required: searchterm, 

category_id, photographer_name, submmiter_id, color.

Parameters category_id int An integer category id to search within. Required when searchterm, photographer_name, 

submitter_id, and color are not provided. 

color html color A color to search for. Required when searchterm, category_id, photographer_name, and 

submitter_id are not provided. Accepted values are 6-character HTML hex colors from '000000' 

to 'FFFFFF', without number sign. 

commercial_only boolean A flag indicating that only images which are available for commercial use should be returned; no 

images for editorial use only. Accepted values are 1 for true and 0 for false. 

enhanced_only boolean A flag indicating that only images with enhanced licenses available should be returned. 

Accepted values are 1 for true and 0 for false. 
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exclude_keywords str A string of space-separated keywords to exclude from your search. 

model_released boolean A flag indicating that only model-released photos should be returned. Accepted values are 1 for 

true and 0 for false. 

orientation enum Whether a photograph is wider than it is tall, or taller than it is wide. Accepted values are: 'all', 

'horizontal', 'vertical'. Default is 'all'. 

page_number nonnegative 

integer

Which page of search results to show. Accepted values are nonnegative integers. 

photographer_name str The username of a specific submitter whose work you want to search within. Required when 

searchterm, category_id, submitter_id, and color are not provided. 

safesearch boolean A flag indicating that only images suitable for all ages should be returned. Accepted values are 

1 for true and 0 for false. Default is '1'. 

search_group enum A media type to search within. Accepted values are: 'photos', 'illustrations', 'vectors', 'all'. Default 

is 'all'. 

searchterm str A string of space-separated keywords to search for. Required when category_id, 

photographer_name, submitter_id, and color are not provided. Example: 'cat'. 

sort_method enum How the search results should be sorted. Accepted values are: 'newest', 'oldest', 'popular', 

'random'. Default is 'popular'. 

submitter_id int The integer id of a specific submitter whose work you want to search within. Required when 

searchterm, category_id, photographer_name, and color are not provided. 

/resources

A meta-resource which provides information about all available resources.

Demo: http://api.shutterstock.com/resources.html

Supported methods get Returns documentation for all available resources.

/subscriptions/<subscription_id>/images/<image_id>/sizes/<size>

Provides a URL for a customer to download an image and charges their account as needed. If a customer has had multiple subscriptions with Shutterstock, some previously-

downloaded images may be available for redownload without charge. It is the client's responsibility to check for this and use the correct subscription id under which the image was 

originally purchased. Otherwise, the download will count against the subscription id provided. NOT IMPLEMENTED: free image downloads.

Supported methods post (requires permission) Allows client to download an image on behalf of an authenticated customer's account and 

charges the customer's account if necessary. Returns a temporary URL for the image to be 

downloaded, accessible only to the current client. Client must accept cookies for image to be 

downloaded.

Parameters auth_token str A token returned from /auth/customer to identify an authenticated user. Required. 

format enum The file format of the image to be downloaded. NOT IMPLEMENTED: tiff. Required. Accepted 

values are: 'jpg', 'eps'. 

image_id positive 

integer

The id of the image to download. Required. Accepted values are positive integers. 

size enum The size of the image to be downloaded. NOT IMPLEMENTED: supersize. Required. Accepted 

values are: 'small', 'medium', 'huge', 'vector'. 

subscription_id positive 

integer

The id of the subscription to be used to download. The customer must be logged in, and the 

subscription id must be owned by the logged-in customer. Required. Accepted values are 

positive integers. 

/test/echo

Allows developers to test their code by verifying that inputs are received by the API and outputs are received by the client.

Demo: http://api.shutterstock.com/test/echo.html?example_param=example_value

Supported methods get Echoes whatever parameters are sent in, displayed in the representation format of your choice.
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Parameters example_param str An example of how to incorporate a named parameter into the path of a URI. Example: 

'example_value'. 
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